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‘Tom get down here this minute we are going to be late!’ Shout Tom’s mum who was in the 

kitchen. It was the grand opening of their new and improved school. But Tom was way to be 

busy looking for his water bottle and in his opinion his bottle was more important than his 

schools grand opening. ‘I’m coming mum just give me a minute… I am clearly looking for my 

water bottle,’ Tom shouted to his mother who was down stairs. Tom was making a real 

mess out of basically nothing. Then he froze in the position he was standing in. ‘I need to get 

dressed!’ He shouted. At that moment Tom realised that he was going to be late so swiftly 

he flung open his cupboard then put on his shirt and his trousers. He thought that it was hot 

outside so left behind his jumper ‘I’m ready!’ So he ran downstairs at full speed knocking 

down pictures on the wall. Him and his mum got into the car then sped off down the road in 

her Yaris. 

They finally made just in time for the grand opening but first there was going to be a speech 

from Mr Man the head teacher and his daughter Ms Man the deputy head teacher then just 

as Tom was about to get a spot to get a good view he felt someone push him out of the way. 

OH NO! It was Barry the bully who wanted to get revenge on Tom from the day before when 

he publically humiliated him putting hot sauce in his lunch which he knew that he was going 

to snatch it out of his hand then he started gasping. Tom wasn’t really concentrating on 

Barry pushing him on to floor all he was waiting for was someone to start to talk about what 

was going to happen so the grand opening could happen, then out of the corner of Toms 

eye he saw the head teachers talking to one an another Tom thought they were just talking 

about family things… 

Then all of a sudden the stage collapsed CRASH! Everyone began to scream running around 

then Barry stopped bullying Tom then watched in horror as five local skyscrapers fell to the 

ground with a bang there was paper and everything you would find in a skyscraper work 

place like paper. Then the school watch tower fell nearly crushing 2 people. The ground was 

rumbling like crazy underneath them. Mr Man then shouted ‘GET DOWN ON THE GROUND!’ 

Everyone did what they were told and put their fingers in their ear then the stage blew to 

smithereens. Then Tom couldn’t see well for a quick minute. The head teacher the deputy 

head teacher the acting head teacher and the assistant head teacher and every other 

teacher that doesn’t teach a class moaned ‘that costs 1.5million pounds.’ Then all of a 

sudden everything stopped there was silence in the air also mixed up with confusion and 

blood no one dared to move chimneys exploded with smoke and it goes entering the sky. 

Then all of a sudden there was a smell of water then Tom remembered a geography lesson 

when the after effect of an earthquake is a tsunami but maybe they were lucky because no 

one could see it. The janitor was annoyed that everyone was complaining about the 

earthquake so he decided to take a look himself Tom was shocked that the lazy school 

janitor has decided to get his binoculars. At first people thought people were trying to make 

them laugh or trying to entertain but some thought he was trying to call them scared over 

nothing. The school janitor also named Tony. Well Tony was wearing boots that he has had 

for twenty-eight years. He was 68 years old and acts like a 13 year old he wore a Nike cap on 



his head. He climbed up the his spare ladder when he saw it his eyes opened wide then he 

jumped off without taking the stairs and then jumped into his silver Porsche. 

Then they saw from the east coast a big gush of water broke down the sea wall and it 

seemed that the big wave of water was coming towards them at high speed probably as 

Tom learned at school it was going at the fast speed of four hundred miles per hour the 

drains over flowed. Tom saw people running away from the tsunami and in that group 

running away was the news reporter with his hood up so that he doesn’t get swarmed by his 

fans. Now remember back in the story how I mentioned that faint door that Tom saw well 

Tom forgot all about that well I mean how would you remember that when there is a 30 

meters tsunami going at you well over four hundred miles per hour. Everyone froze in fear 

but Tom didn’t actually he was kind of frustrated about the fact that no one would move to 

safety but there was probably no safety at all but you no what its worth a try so he said to 

his mum “hey mum do you remember that hike we went on at mount siyad I think that if we 

go up there we have the slightest chance of surviving but chances are slim any way let us 

just go” 

“No we cannot leave these people here they will die because we never helped them” 

Maybe you shouldn’t go on top of the tallest mountain in the world all to come back down 

as soon as it happens and since it is snowing there is a fat chance of an avalanche and 

getting trapped in the snow and going without expert assistance in my opinion I do not think 

that it is worth it. Any way it doesn’t matter about my opinion okay let’s get back to the 

story. Tom was considering of calling everyone to go into the tallest sky scraper they could 

see but then he remembered every one of them got destroyed. Them Toms eyes burst wide 

open he just remembered his dad was in that building “no no no no no no no no no no no.” 

So Tom gathered the whole school then got a table then went to a drain that wasn’t flooded 

then got a table in fact they all got tables and a breathing mask just in case things didn’t go 

to plan so the plan was that when the water came along everyone could just put the table in 

front of them thinking that the water would just go over the table. But what they did not 

think about was the speed and the impact of the water hitting the table at full speed 

shattering the table the table in to thousands of little pieces. So they did remember there 

silly mistake and chose to go to a sewer so that if it goes wrong then they can dive into the 

sewer system. Well that Tom was sticking strong to is not going to happen because the 

tsunami will flood the drains or the sewer well whatever you want to call it Tom’s heart was 

pounding extremely fast he felt really nauseous of the effects of the tsunami the tsunami 

was full of nasty and unpleasant smells of dead fish and fish waste. Then a grumble so 

insane that it shook Tom’s vision and it also shook mine well you can only imagine what it 

was like unless you have been near to were the mysterious shake. 

Tom was staying strong on the ground he tried not to lose his balance but the shaking got 

even more intense and Tom’s head was spinning round and round his face was turning very 

green you would probably mistake him for a zombie. So he had no choice to stop trying and 

fell to the ground. Then…what is happening my microphone cut the electricity is going. OH 

NO IT IS A VOLCANO! If you want to know what happened to Tom well you will have to buy 

my next book otherwise. YOU WILL NEVER KNOW! 


